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**Title word cross-reference**

#1 [O’H06j].

! = [BNB+05], + [Ano03f]. $10 [Lim20c].  
$109 [Nag04]. $125 [And04]. $14.95 [Bal03]. $15.00 [Imr03]. $165.00 [Ber09].  
$174.00 [Pet04]. $23.95 [Kau03]. $25 [Kil04]. $25.00 [Goo07]. $29.99 [Hil08, Men04, Put08]. 3 [Fra20e, Sta05b].  
$34.95 [Che03]. $34.99 [Gib07, Kar05].  
$39.95 [Eng05, Sch04b, Sta06n, Ste03, Whi08].  
$39.99 [Bal07a, Git06, Hor03, Kuc06, Mer04, Ram08, Spi07]. 42 [Wad05]. $42.99 [ZM09].  
$44.95 [Joy04, Kha05, Mar04b, Wol06].  
$44.99 [Bal09, Ber05, Edw05, Hin08, Lec07, Mor06, Sta07v, Wal07, ZM09]. $45.00 [Rao04b]. $49.95 [Jen05b, Mar05b, Sta06m].  
$49.99 [Bal07b, Bel05b, Bel08, Cha05a, Fox08, Gum04b, Hid04, Jov06, Llo06, Mar05a, Nau08a, Pos04, Sta05k, Sta06l, Sta07u, Sta06k, Tho05, Tom05, Tom06].  
$54.95 [Ber07, Zen04]. $54.99 [Hae06, Nau08b]. $55.00 [Ber03b, Sta05j].  
$59.95 [Bha07b, Bha07a, Por04b]. $59.99 [Cor07, Jaf06, Jen05a, Koh06, Par07, Put07, Sta06a]. $64.95 [Ber03c, Paq06]. $69.95 [Ek05]. $69.96 [Lla07]. $74.99 [Mil08].  
$75.00 [Cha05b, Wol08]. $79.00 [Gum04a].  
$79.95 [Par06]. $89.00 [Men05]. $89.95 [Las06]. $99.00 [Hen08]. $< [SM05b]. = [Ano03f, WHT+05]. > [SM05b]. n [Har03b].  
-Spectre [BCJ+18].
[Cha05b, Jen05a, Nau08b, Sta06a, Tit05, Mac08, Rob04, Zhu04]. "".ODF [Sta05c]. 0 [And04, Bal03, Bel05b, Ber03b, Ber05, Cha05a, Cha05b, Che03, Edw05, Ekt05, Fox08, Gro04c, Gum04b, Hac06, Hen08, Hid04, Hil08, Hin08, Hor03, Imr03, Jen05a, Jov06, Kar05, Kau03, Kil04, Koh04, Koh06, Las06, Lla07, Llo06, Mar04b, Mar05a, Mar05b, Men04, Mor06, Par06, Par07, Pos04, Puz04, Ram08, Rao04b, Sch04b, Spi07, Sta05k, Sta06l, Sta07u, Sta06k, Sta06n, Sta07v, Ste03, Tho05, Tom06, Wal07, ZM09]. 0-07-222742-7 [Gum04b]. 0-07-225709-1 [Sta05k]. 0-07-226299-0 [Sta07u]. 0-13-100152-3 [Koh04]. 0-13-101415-3 [Hid04]. 0-13-117705-2 [Ber05]. 0-13-144853-6 [Tho05]. 0-13-146716-6 [Edw05]. 0-13-147941-5 [Mor06]. 0-13-167984-8 [Sta07v]. 0-13-224206-0 [Ram08]. 0-13-234971-X [Fox08]. 0-13-235088-2 [ZM09]. 0-13-597444-5 [Ber03b]. 0-13-713012-0 [Hil08]. 0-201-74868-1 [Pos04]. 0-201-78695-8 [Mar05a]. 0-262-19487-2 [Rao04b]. 0-262-69276-7 [Bal03]. 0-306-48189-8 [Gro04o]. 0-321-15078-3 [Hor03]. 0-321-18612-5 [Men04]. 0-321-20217-1 [Puz04]. 0-321-22409-4 [Cha05a]. 0-321-24362-2 [Par07]. 0-321-26838-5 [Kar05]. 0-321-28608-1 [Spy07]. 0-321-29353-3 [Jov06]. 0-321-33643-7 [Tom06]. 0-321-34995-4 [Lin07u]. 0-321-34996-2 [Sta06a]. 0-321-35670-5 [Sta06k]. 0-321-37577-7 [Hac06]. 0-321-38555-1 [Wal07]. 0-321-40879-1 [Hin08]. 0-385-49532-3 [Imr03]. 0-385-50860-3 [Kau03]. 0-387-68766-1 [Hen08]. 0-470-84402-7 [And04]. 0-471-64446-3 [Las06]. 0-521-52583-7 [Cha05b]. 0-521-52749-X [Kil04]. 0-596-00290-4 [Che03]. 0-596-00462-1 [Ste03]. 0-596-00482-6 [Sch04b]. 0-596-00545-8 [Mar04b]. 0-596-00641-1 [Joy04]. 0-596-00868-6 [Sta06a]. 0-7645-5746-7 [Bel05a]. 0-7821-4428-4 [Koh06]. 0-8493-2800-4 [Par06]. 1 [Bal07a, Bal07b, Ber09, Ber03c, Ber07, Bha07a, Cor07, Ekt05, Eng05, Gib07, Git06, Goo07, Gum04a, Hen08, Hin08, Jaf06, Jen05a, Jen05b, Joy04, Kha05, Kuc06, Lec07, Mar05b, Men05, Mer04, Nau08b, Pet04, Por04b, Pos04, Put08, Puz04, Spi07, Sta06a, Sta05k, Sta05j, Sta06m, Ste03, Tom05, Wal07, Whi08, Wol06, ZM09]. 1-4020-3704-X [Bha07a]. 1-4020-7528-6 [Pet04]. 1-55558-318-0 [Bal07b]. 1-55860-755-2 [Ber03c]. 1-55860-866-4 [Ber07]. 1-580-53369-8 [Gum04a]. 1-58053-749-9 [Men05]. 1-58705-115-X [Sta05j]. 1-590-59096-1 [Mer04]. 1-59059-222-0 [Jen05a]. 1-59059-438-X [Jaf06]. 1-59059-452-5 [Sta06a]. 1-59059-503-3 [Kuc06]. 1-59059-580-7 [Bal07b]. 1-59059-582-3 [Git06]. 1-59059-596-3 [Bal07a]. 1-59059-631-5 [Cor07]. 1-59059-753-2 [Gib07]. 1-59059-755-9 [Lec07]. 1-59059-779-6 [Put08]. 1-59059-909-8 [ZM09]. 1-59059-955-1 [Nau08b]. 1-59102-415-3 [Goo07]. 1-59327-036-4 [Jen05b]. 1-59749-030-X [Sta06a]. 1-84628-344-2 [Whi08]. 1-84821-003-5 [Ber09]. 1-85233-672-2 [Por04b]. 1-85233-785-0 [Ekt05]. 1-932266-47-X [Tom05]. 1-932394-20-6 [Eng05]. 1-932394-24-9 [Kha05]. 1-932394-35-4 [Wol06]. 1.1 [Tit05]. 1st [Ber09, Hli08, Mil08]. 2 [Bel08, Ber03c, Ber05, Bha07b, Gib07, Mau05f, Por04b, Put07, Rao04b, Sta06l, Whi08, Wol08, ZM09]. 2.0 [Dwy08, JSDK16, Kam15a, Kam15b, PRM09, Sta05i]. 2005 [BW07, Lho06]. 2008 [Mac08, Nau08a]. 21st [Wil04]. 24-year-old [Cra20]. 2nd [Nau08b, Sta07u, Zen04].
3  [Bal07a, Bal09, Bha07b, Git06, Goo07, Gro04p, Hid04, Hor03, Imr03, Jov06, Kau03, Koh04, Kuc06, Las06, Lia07, Nag04, Paq06, Put07, Zen04].  3-540-00896-9 [Gro04p].  3-540-25995-3 [Paq06].  3-540-28713-2 [Bha07b].  3-540-32180-2 [Put07].  3-540-40704-9 [Put07].  3-540-43330-9 [Nag04].  3-540-44492-0 [Lia07].  3.5 [Mac08, Nau08b].  3rd [Wol08].  4  [Ber07, Cha05a, Che03, Jen05b, Koh06, Llo06, Par06, Sta04a, Wol06].  4th [Gum04b, Sch04b].  5  [Ber09, Ber03b, Cor07, Kar05, Men04, Mor06, Nau08a, Par07, Sta06a, Sta06k, Zen04].  5.2 [MNN04].

6  [Edw05, Eng05, Pet04, Put08, Sch04b, Sta06n, Tho05].  64-bit [Sta06f].

7  [And04, Bal07b, Bal03, Bel05b, Cha05b, Gum04b, Hac06, Mil08, Tom06].  7th [Par07].

8  [Gro04o, Gum04a, Mar04b, Mar05a, Sta07v, ZM09].

9  [Gro04p, Kha05, Lec07, Men05, Nag04, Zen04].  978  [Bal09, Bel08, Mil08, Nau08a, Wol08].

Access-control  [Wat13].  Accessibility  [Sta06].  Accessorizing  [O’H06h].  Accountability  [Dia15].  Accounts  [Hil03].  Achieving  [BB18].  ACID  [Pri08].  ACM  [SMM+04, BS04, Cer14, Cre10c, Cre10e, Cre11a].  acmqueue  [Mau09].  Acoustical  [Sta05c].  across  [DG15].  Action  [CLNM03, Wol06, WB05].  Active  [Tom05].  activism  [Mau05f].  Acts  [NN11e].  Ad  [Ber09, Swe13, Lab08].  Ada  [Wol08, BW07, Wol04b].  Adam  [McK03].  Adamatzky  [Rao04b].  Adaptation  [EK12].  Addison  [Sta06].  Addisson-Wesley  [Sta06].  Addison  [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Llo06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06k, Tom06].  Addison-Wesley  [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Llo06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06k, Tom06].  Additive  [Fra20e].  Addressing  [LNV14].  Administration  [HKM10, Lea11].  Administrators  [Edw05, HN05].  Adopt  [Sta05h].  Advances  [GT03, Hen08, Nag04, SMM+04, Wol04c].  Advice  [NN09b, NN07c].  Affair  [Gro04h].  Affine  [KB08a].  Afterthought  [SL04].  Again  [Cra20, O’D09, NNN04].  Against  [Mer04, SR03].  Age  [Fer03, Fra18].  Agile  [Ber03b, CG10, Coh06, Hor03, JSS16, Mar03, Mor06, PP03b, Spi07, ZM09, Kru07, M+09, Tat06, Var21].  Agility  [Men04, BT03].  ahead  [Gor07].  Ahmed  [Pet04].  AI  [BC06, BS04, GHM15, Nar04].  Aikido  [BNNC03].  Ajax  [Bal07b, Git06, Ram08, JWCO8, Nor09, Sch09, AS06c, JF06].  Akeley  [Sta08g].  al  [Sta06a].  Alan  [Wol08, Fel04a].  Alexander  [BS04, SMM+04].  Alexei  [Ram08].  Algorithmic  [Dia15].  Algorithms  [Ano04n, Kel20d, NN18c, Pet18, Sha04a, Gro04o, VT03].  Alike  [KB11].  Alison  [Gum04a].  All-Optical  [BP09].  All-Seeing

Étre  [KB09a].


Architectures [Bha07a, Gro04o, Par07, Sha04a, Sta05j]. Art [BNNC03, Dec04, GL11, Mat16b]. Artech [Gum04a, Men05]. Arthorne [Kar05].

Arts [Ano03d]. Arts [Ano03d]. Art [Bha07a, Gro04o, Par07, Sha04a, Sta05j]. Art [BNNC03, Dec04, GL11, Mat16b]. Artech [Gum04a, Men05]. Arthorne [Kar05].

Arts [Ano03d]. Arts [Ano03d]. Art [Bha07a, Gro04o, Par07, Sha04a, Sta05j]. Art [BNNC03, Dec04, GL11, Mat16b]. Artech [Gum04a, Men05]. Arthorne [Kar05].
[Lim20a]. Communication
[BLA21, KW17]. Communications
[Ano04j, DL09, Ekt05, Ste07a].
Communities [DMBB17]. Compact
[Wol03c]. Compare [Sta04b].
Competitiveness [Cre10e]. Compilers
[God19]. Complexity [Mon10, Vix07].
Compliance [CB06, All06a, Noi06, Rag06]. Complying [All06a]. Component
[Bal07b, Las06, WQ05]. Component-Oriented [Las06, WQ05]. Componentizing [Sav15].
components [JF06, Ses04]. Composition [Ano04m]. Compromises [AHMT03]. Compute
[CP14, Vid17, Hel21]. Computer
[Ano04h, RB17, BS04, Ekt05, Gum04a, MAC+03b, Nar04, Can06a, Coa06].
Computers [Can10, NN19f]. Computing
[BP09, BR10, Cre09a, Dur10, Gra08b, Kel20a, Koh04, Lla07, Mor18, Nag04, RCF+21, VOT+09, YRZB16, Zah16, Zen04, Rao04b, Zen04, Boy08, Cha07, Fel05a, GT03, Gof04, Hid04, SARC03, Str05]. Concepts
[Bha07a, MSJL06]. Concurrency
[CB08, ATKS07, Gat04, SL05]. Concurrent
[BW07, Lar08, Wol08]. Confessions
[Mil08, Tu]08]. Confidential [RCF+21]. Conflict [Mat16e]. Congestion [CCG+16].
Congestion-Based [CCG+16]. Connected [Vas17]. Connectivity [Ber03a]. Conrad
[Rao04b]. Consensus [BFAP16].
considerations [SCQT20]. Considered
[All03b, Ros11, BT06, Gil04]. Consistency
[LFWA14, PCA+15]. Consistent
[GRA+14, Vog08a]. Consistently [Hel18a]. consolidation [Vog08a]. Consortium
[Sta06g]. Constrained [Sta06c].
Construction [RR18]. consumer [Cre07b].
Contactless [And04, Fin03]. Containers
[Kro17, LSB17, Sin16]. Context
[Ekt05, Lon04]. Continuing [Bor03].
Continuous [Hum17]. Contract
[KF19, SW14]. Contracts [NMHB16]. Control
[Ano04j, CCG+16, PSBG11, Bel07b, Wat13]. Controller [Fra19b]. Controlling [ERR18].
Controls [EMC19, Sam14]. Conventional
[Ke19]. Conversation [All03c, All03d, All04, Ano10, Bro04a, Bro03, Bro10, Can09, Cre10a, DiB04, Dit03, Fel03, Fel04b, Han09a, Han09b, Har03a, Kil20, Kir04, Pat03, Rus04, San04, Sta08i, Sta09b, Was03, Bou04, Coa08, Fel04a, Gra05, Ham05, Man05c, Man05d, Man05e, McK05, NN04a, O’H05f, O’H05g, O’H06o, O’H06p, O’H06q, O’H07c, O’H06r, O’H06s, O’H06t, O’H06u, O’H06v, Sta07i, Sta07k, Sta07m, Sta07i, Sta07n, Sta07s, Sta08f, Sta08g, Sta08h].

conversational
[McT04].
Conversations
[Mat17c, Lim20b]. Converse [Bel05b].
Converging
[Sta05j].
Cooked
[Sta05c].
Cool
[Ano03h, CPG+04].
Cooling
[Woo10].
Coordination
[Mag19].
Coping
[Bro04b].
CORBA
[Hen06].
Core
[Hnb04, Wol04g].
Corp
[FAHB18].
Corporate
[Fe03, Kil04, Jen02].
Cory
[Sta07i].
Cost
[Sta05f, Dre08a, Suv05].
Costs
[Kam14a, Mag19].
could
[BLA21].

Couldn’t
[NN16a].
Count
[FPWM09].
Countering
[Hen08, LWD07].
Counters
[NN10d].
Counting
[Hill03, Kam11a].
Coupling
[NN18d].
course
[Wad05].
CPU
[DKM+12].
CPUs
[Cre05, Mac0a].
Crackberries
[Sta05f].
Craft
[JSS16].
craftsmanship
[M+09, ZM09].
Craig
[Wol06].
Crash
[PCA+15].
Create
[Mat19b].
Creating
[Var21].
Crime
[Ano04m, Sta05g, Ano03f].
Criminal
[WG06, O’H06l].
Critical
[Bl04, Pos04, WA19].
Cron
[DG15].
Cross
[Ano12a].
Crossing
[SMM+04].
Crushing
[Sta05c].
Cryptocurrencies
[NMHB16].
cryptographic
[RCF+21].
Cryptography
{Imr03, Sin99].
CS&IT
[Lim17a].
CSO
[NN19c].
CTO
[Bou08, Cre08, Cre09b, Cre10b, Cre10c, Cre10d, Cre11a, Cre11b, Kil20, VOT+09].
Cubes
[Ano03h].
CUDA
[NBG08].
**Cullen** [Sta07j]. **Culture** [Kro17, Mat19b, OO03]. **Cure** [Sta05d]. **Curmudgeon** [All03a, All03b, Bat04a, Bat05, Bel06, Bel07a, Bro04c, Coa04a, Coa04b, Coa05, Cre05, Cre06a, Cre06b, KB04a, KB04c, KB04b, KB04e, KB04d, KB05a, KB05c, KB06c, KB06b, KB06a, KB07a, KB07b, KB07c, KB07f, KB07d, KB07e, KB07g, KB08a, KB08b, KB08d, KB08e, KB09c, KB09a, KB09b, KB10, Lap05, Lap06a, Lap06b, Nie03, Nol06, Pat05, Ras05, Sta07p, Suv05]. **Curran** [Sta06a]. **Curricula** [Lim17a]. **Curried** [Ano04j]. **Curse** [Kot10, Mei14a]. **Customers** [Lim19a]. **Cyber** [Ano03f]. **Cyber-Crime** [Ano03f]. **Cybercrime** [Cym06, PRM09]. **cybercriminal** [WG06]. **Cycles** [NN05c]. **Cyrus** [Mar04b].

D [Tom05, Fra20e, Sta05b]. **DAFS** [Kle03]. **Dagon** [Hen08]. **Dale** [Edw05]. **Damien** [GDWC20]. **DAML** [KF19]. **Dannéd** [KB04a]. **Dan** [Dit03]. **Dance** [Wol04a].

**Daniel** [Gib07]. **Danilo** [Kha05]. **Dargan** [Men05]. **Dark** [NMCK20, PRM09]. **darned** [Sto05]. **Dart** [MMB15]. **Data** [AF12, Alo18, AW15, BG11, Boy08, CP14, Coa03c, Cor17, DRW+14, Dat16, EMC19, FKB+03, Fra20d, GAM18, GBM15, Hel20b, HSN13, Hyd09, Jac09, Lim19b, Mat15c, Pet09, Sch17b, SKC+04, Tom06, Woo10, Flo05, Hal05, Hel20a, JR05, KNR13, Mc005, RFC+21, Suv05, SM05b]. **DataCenter** [AF12]. **Data-parallel** [Boy08]. **Database** [An020a, BAF16, GAM18, Jov06, Par06, AS06a, Web05]. **Databases** [Jov06, Ost05, Ric14, AS06a, Sel05].

**Datacenter** [Col19b]. **Datapath** [Vac14].

**David** [Fox08, Ram08, Sta06a, Han09a, Han09b, Mau05c, O’H06p, O’H07c].

**Davidson** [Sto03]. **Day** [An003h, Coa03b, Fra20a]. **DB** [DKM+12]. **De-identify** [ABW15]. **Dead** [BP09, NN20e]. **deadly** [Tox07]. **Death** [Bel04a, Gro04k]. **Deathmatch** [Sta04a]. **Debates** [RB17]. **Debt** [All12]. **Debuggery** [NN11e]. **Debugging** [AGB17, Ber07, BWB+16, CC20, Don03, NN08a, O’D17, Pac11, Phi04b, Sch09, WT03, Gat04, Zel06]. **Decade** [RBSH14, Wat13]. **Decentralized** [Kel20a]. **Decentralizing** [Dia15, Var21]. **Decision** [Dia15]. **Decision-making** [Dia15]. **deconstructed** [CB06]. **Deduplicating** [Ros11]. **Deep** [GDWC20]. **Defects** [HPE03]. **Defense** [Cre10b]. **deficiencies** [Jov20]. **Defined** [Sta06i]. **Definitive** [Fox08, Chi08]. **Delacorte** [Imr03]. **Delegation** [Mat16b]. **Deliberate** [Bur03]. **Deliman** [KTS+04, NN04a]. **Deliver** [Lap03, SMM+04]. **Delivered** [An04j]. **delivering** [Ger05]. **Delivers** [Sta05c]. **Delivery** [Hum17, Swe13]. **delusion** [KB07f]. **Demo** [LN04]. **Demo** [Lim19b]. **Demonstration** [Get12]. **Demystifying** [An020a]. **Depend** [LCW18]. **Dependencies** [Cox19, ERR18].

**dependency** [NN21]. **Deploying** [BS16, Tom05]. **Depth** [Mat17b].

**Derivation** [Mub18]. **Descends** [Sta05g].

**Describing** [FT05]. **desert** [Coa05].

**Desfontaines** [GDWC20]. **Design** [Ber03c, Cha05b, CG10, Hac06, Kil04, Mat18a, Mil08, Par06, SNN14, Wre03, Jov06, AS06a, Ber06, Hen07, Ish04, Jen02, RCN03, Tul08, Wel05, Zhu04].

**Designers** [Ras03b].

**Designing** [BB03, CP18, Ekt05, Lon04, TCR03, Zel07, Kil20, Wal07]. **Desktop** [Dec04, Sta04a]. **Desktops** [FAHB18].

**Detecting** [Sta06d]. **Detection** [Col19e, Hen08, Sta06i, Be06, LWD07].

**Devalue** [Lim15b]. **Devedzic** [Put07].

**Developer** [An003d, BNN03, FSM+21, NN09c].

**Developers** [Cha05a, Lap04b, Can05].

**Development** [Bal09, Ber03b, Blo04, CL11, Coa03a, DVR10, Dwy08, EGBA03, Fox08, Gro04f, Hil08, Hor03, Lec07, LNV14].
Devices [Cre11a, Cre11b, FKB+03, NN08a, Ros11, VBH03, Wo03c]. devised [Kol04].

DevOps [FK17, Lim18c, Lim20c, Sch17a, WFW+19].

DHTML [BM13]. diagnosis [Bel05a].

Dialogue [Por04b, McT04].

DiBona [All03c].

Dickory [NN15b].

Didn't [Mat16d].

Diederik [Pet04].

different [FT05, Hel20b].

differential [GDWC20].

Dicult [NN13e].

Digital [Ano14c, BB18, Lon15, Mar05b, RCN03, Mau08b].

digitally [MB04].

digits [KB04a].

Dignity [KB11].

dirty [NN05b].

Disabled [Sta06f].

Disambiguating [Ric14].

Discipline [Men04, BT03].

Discontinuum [Hel19b].

discovery [Ost05].

discrimination [Swe13].

discuss [Kil20].

discussion [Ano20a, GDWC20].

disks [And03, McK12, Rie03].

Dismantling [Har15].

Disruptive [Var21].

Dissection [Col19b].

distance [Ano04n].

distilling [McC05].

Distributed [AGB17, BFAP16, BWB+16, Bro15, CC20, Coa03a, Fel05a, Gra08b, Hel16a, Hel16d, KF19, Koh04, Mad15, McC15, Tur03, ZAB16, Go04, Hel21].

distributed-systems [Hel21].

Diverse [FKB+03].

Divide [Rus08].

Divided [NN13d].

Dividends [Kil16].

Division [God03, NN13d].

Djuric [Put07].

DST [Sta07q].

Duncan [Ste03].

dung [Lap04a].

during [Gra19].

dust [Ano03e].

duty [Wol04e].

Dwivedi [Llo06].

Dwyer [Bal09].

dynamic [Gro04o, Puc11, Ric08, VT03, YD16].

Dynamics [MW03, Med16].

E-Commerce [Me14c].

e-mail [All06b].

EA [CDH14]. Each [Goo07, PZ06].

Eagle [Sta05k].

Early [KB04d, NN09a].

Easier [KNR13].

Easy [BP16, Sta05i].

Eating [Hil08, HJ08].

Ebersbach [Pa06].

Eclipse [Kar05, Joy04, Rub06, AL04, Hol04, Wol03a].

Economics [All03a, Gra08b, RW06].

Ed [Ekt05, Ber09, Gum04b, Hil08, Nau08b, Sch04b, Zen04, Cre10a].

Edge [Cre10c, Cre10d, Fre03, Mor18, Sta05f].

edited [Gum04a, Pet04, Rao04b].

Edition [Gib07, GWE+05, Cor07, Mil08, Par07, Sta07a, Wu07, Wol08, ZM09].

editors [Bro05, Fel05a, Har05a, Mau08a, O’H05c, O’H05d, O’H06b, O’H06c, O’H06i, O’H06j, O’H06k, AM03, AM04, Bou03, BNN03, Coa03c, Gro03a, Gro04i,
Gro04e, Gro04f, Gro04j, Gro04k, Gro04g, Gro04h, Gro04l, Gro05e, Gro05f, Kel03, Lyo04, Mac03a, Mau07, Mau08b, NN03b, O’H05e, O’H06n, O’H07b, Sta05a.

Education [Puz04]. EDVAC [Wan15].

Effect [NN17d, O’H06n]. Effectively [Ber05, Fea05]. Effects [NN17d, O’H06m]. Effectively [Ber05, Fea05]. Effects [Hel17a, MMB15, VW19]. Efficiency [DKK+04, FSSP09, Lim20b]. Efficient [BR10, cF03, Kel02b, Sax10]. Egypt [Ims03].

Eilert [Hid04]. Eisenhaendler [Hid04]. Elasticity [Owe10]. Electronic [Sim04]. Elasticity [Owe10]. Electronic [Sim04].

Emergence [Gol03]. Emerging [Sta06f]. Emulating [Lim20b]. Enclaves [SCQT20].

Encourages [Lim20c]. Encryption [Kam13b, Kam16, VBH03].

End [KB04e, O’S09]. Energy [BR10, Fra20c, VBH03]. Energy-Efficient [BR10]. enforced [RCF+21]. Engine [Pat04, Sta06h]. Engineer [Mat16d].

Engineering [Cha05b, JS14, JSS16, Kil19, LNV14, Zhu04]. Engineers [Har16]. Enhanced [Phil06].

Enlightenment [Fer03]. Enough [LV03].

Enterprise [Ano14a, BS16, Cre11a, Cre11b, Hac06, Jac05, Jen05b, Kop05, MSJL06, MK14, MW08, MM04, Sha19, Zen05, Ber06, Bra05, Fel05a, MFK05, O’H07e, TCR03, JWC08, Rie06, Str05, Bha07a, Ram08].

Enterprise-grade [Zen05].

Gro04a. Entry [Har15]. Environment [Koh06, MB05]. environmental [Lap04a].

Environments [Pac11, He21]. epidemic [Cym06]. equal [KB08b]. Era [Mau08a, RR18]. Eric [Sta08h, Sta08i]. Erik [Coa08, Mat17]. Erlang [Lar08]. Errata [BS04, SM+04, SKC+04]. Error [MK04, Bro04b]. Errors [Che10]. Essence [SJK20].

Essential [Gor06, Ste07b, Bha07b, Whi08]. Essentials [SJK20]. Estimating [Mor06, Coh06].

Ethical [Sta05k, Har05b]. Event [KBS19].

Events [CDH14].

Every [Har03b, NN03b]. Everyone [CKG+04, Va020, NH20]. Everything [Cra20, He15]. Evolution [Bro15, Chi14a, Cre06a, GBM15, Mat19a, MQ09, Mei14b, Gee07, Kii20, Sin09].

Evolutionary [Jov06, Nag04, AS06a, GT03]. Examples [AGB17, Par07, VB07].

Excellence [Lim17b]. Exception [NN03b]. Exception-Handling [NN17b]. Excluded [Mei14a]. Excuse [Lim18c].

Executive [JNSM14]. Executives [Lim19c].

Existing [Kle14].

Expanded [BLA21].

Expecting [Gra+14].

Experiences [SJK20]. Expert [Jen05a, Rob04, Lho06, Cor07].

Exploitation [Gar07a]. Exploiting [HM04, Mar05a]. exploits [Jov20].

Exploration [Gra19, SSN14].

Explorer [Eng05, Pas04].

Exposed [Gun04b, Sta07u, Sta06m, Jam05, MSK03, SSS06].

Exposing [KPS08].

Extended [GWE+05]. Extending [RCF+21]. Extensibility [Wat13].

Extrusion [Be06, Sta06l].

Eye [IdFC11, Tox14].

F [Por04b]. Fabio [Sta06a]. Fabrication [DMBB17, KB08d]. Facebook [HOSC16]. faces [FT05]. Facing [KB10, NN06].

Factor [Jov20]. Fail [Ber07, HWH17, He21, Mau15, NN14e, Zel06]. Fail-fast [Hel21].

Failing [Hel21]. Failure [AT17, Mur04]. fall [Hen06].

Failure [Koh04, Go04]. Fallacies [Koh04, Go04]. Fallacies [Koh04, Go04]. FAQS [Bal07b].

Family [MW03]. FAQs [Bal07b].

FAQs [Bal07b].
[Sta04a]. Giants [Hel16d]. gibberish
KB05c. Gigascale [Bor03]. GIGO
[Ras04b]. Gilani [Sta06a]. GitOps
[Lim18a]. Glaser [Paq06]. Global
[Cre10e, Fra20c, VCR15]. GNL [NN16d].
GNU [Wol03b]. Go
[Vix15a, Vix15b, NN20d]. Goes
[Ano04i, Sta04a, Sta05b]. Goff [Koh04].
Going [Mat17e, Mao07, Sta04a, De 06, Mau08b].
Good [AE04, Coa04b, NN19c, Ele07, Sim04].
Google [CC20, FAHB18, RBP09, Sta06j, VCR15].
Googlebombs [Sta07q].
Go [Koh06, MB05]. Hanrahan [Sta08g].
Happen [Coa04b]. Hard [Ano04o, Ano04p, Ele07, Kro17, NN17a, Pat04, Ros10, Gro04q, Gro04r, Gro04s, Gro05g, Gro05h, Gro05i, Gro05j, Mao05g, Mao05h, Mao05i, O’H05j, O’H05h, O’H05i, O’H06y, O’H06y, O’H06w, O’H06x, O’H06z, O’H06-27, O’H06-28, O’H06-29, O’H06-30, O’H06-31, O’H07d, Sta07t].
Harder [Blo04, VM04]. Hardware
[Kel19, Lev20, NMHB16, Sta03, WNN03, Cre07b, Kop05, RCF+21].
hardware-enforced [RCF+21]. Harm
[Lap04b]. Harmful [Ros11, Gil04]. Harper
[Sta05k]. Harris [Sta05k]. Hartl [Hin08].
Harvey [DiB04]. Haskell [Gil14]. Haskins
[Edw05]. Hate [Lap03, Lim19a]. having
[KB06a]. Hazy [KNR13]. HCI [GHM15].
HDF5 [DFZ+09]. head [NN07g].
Headache [SM04]. Headlines [Ano03d].
Healing [GWE+05, PBA03, Sha04b].
Health [EMC19, Cre06b]. heart [Rub06].
Heartbleed [Kam14a]. Hearts [NN20a].
Heavy [Wol04c]. Heavy-Duty [Wol04c].
Heer [Ano10]. Heigl [Paq06]. Helicopters
[Ros03]. Hello [Sit18]. Hennessy [O’H07c].
Here [CLNM03, Hum17, Zah16]. Heretics
[ERF+03]. heroin [Bat05]. Heterogeneous
[Zah16]. Hickory [NN15b]. Hidden
[Can06b, Kil16, Mag19, Coa06]. High
[Vac14, Ber06, Hac06, Kle03, Ram08, Son08, Bee06, JWC08]. High-Assurance
[Hac06, Ber06]. High-Performance
[Kle03, Vac14, Ram08, Bee06]. Highlights
[KW17]. highly [Kop05]. Hill
[Sta05k, Sta07a, Himanshu]
Hippocratic [Lap04b]. Hire
[Mir19]. Hirvensalo [Zen04]. History
[DKM+12, MAB+20]. Hitchhiker
[Lod04, VB07, Wal18, Par07]. **Hitting** [MAB+020]. **Hoarding** [NN15a]. **Hoc** [Ber09, Lab08]. **Hoffman** [Sta08f].

**Hofmeyr** [Mau05d], **Hoglund** [Mar05a], **Hole** [Sta04b], **Holzner** [Joy04]. **Home** [CLNM03, Get12, Sta07r, Vix15a, Vix15b, Cre06c, NN20c, Cre06b, Cre07a, Cre06c].

**Homes** [Sta06h]. **Hootsuite** [SBB+17]. **Hop** [SB12]. **Host** [Tom05]. **Hostility** [TF04].

**Hosts** [NN13c]. **Hot** [Ano03h]. **Houda** [Ber09]. **House** [Gum04a, Men05]. **HPC** [Loh10]. **HTTP** [Kam15b, Kam15a].

**HTTP/1.1** [Kam15a]. **HTTP/2.0** [Kam15b].

**HTTPS** [AAVV14]. **hubris** [NN124].

**Human** [Sta06c, VW19, WA19, Bro04b, Can06a, NN06c]. **human-computer** [Can06a]. **Human-KV** [NN06c]. **Humans** [NN19f]. **Hunch** [Sta06h]. **Hurts** [Bro04c].

**Hypervisor** [Fox08, Chi08]. **Hypothesis** [Gra19].

**Ian** [Bha07b, Whi08]. **IBM** [Hil08, Sta05h].

**ichiro** [Mar05b]. **IDAR** [Ove17]. **Ideas** [NN19d]. **Ideal** [Loh10]. **Ideas** [Mat18b].

**Identification** [And04, Fin03]. **identify** [ABW15]. **Identity** [Hel18b, Vac20]. **IDEs** [Boe03, Cosh+03, Ras03c]. **Idle** [DEE+16].

**Idle-Time** [DEE+16]. **IETF** [Kam15a, Kam15b].

**If** [Lim19a, Loh17, NN08b]. II [Lon15].

**Illusion** [NN15f]. **IM** [Hil03, Nie03]. **Image** [DFZ+09]. **Image** [BLA21]. **Immersive** [Lim17a].

**Imminent** [LNO4]. **Immunity** [Gro04p, Ish04]. **Immunity-based** [Gro04p, Ish04].

**Immutability** [Hel15].

**Implementation** [Ano03d]. **Implementing** [Ein11].

**Implications** [BFAP16, SCQT20].

**Importance** [Ano12a, Mat18d]. **Important** [WHT+05, Fra20c, Ras05]. **Improve** [NN11b].

**Improving** [CGB+18, Leib08, SJK20]. in-person [Lim20b].

**Incentives** [SZ17]. **Incidents** [CC20]. including [Joy20].

**India** [Ano03i, KH05].

**Industry** [Kam11c, NFG04, NGJ19].

**Industry-scale** [NGJ19]. **Inevitability** [TS03]. **Inferno** [Bel13]. **Information**

**Inferno** [Hip08, McCM05, Nie03, CSL+06]. **Ingol** [Hid04]. **Injecting** [Che10]. **Innovation** [Bre10, Cre10f]. **Innovative** [Kii04, Jen02]. **ins** [Bir05].

**Insider** [TF04]. **Insight** [Can08]. **Inspiring** [SM05a].

**Instant** [SM04, TB03]. **integral** [BT06]. **Integrated** [MB04, RC03]. **Integrating** [Saa04].

**Integration** [Bur03, Cha05b, Koh06, Zhu04, MB05, Tak06]. **Integration-Ready**

**Cha05b, Zhu04].

**Intelligence** [Sta06c]. **interaction** [Can06a, NN06c]. **Interactive** [Ala17].

**Interface** [Liu14, Ras03b, MC04]. **Internal**

**Integration** [Rao03a, Sta05h]. **Internet**

**Integration** [Bal07b, CJW11, CP18, Gl014, JF06, JSN17, Leib08, NN17c, RV10]. **Internet-Scale** [CP18]. **Interoperability** [Ano04h]. **Interpretability** [Lin18].

**Interscience** [Las06]. **Intersection** [GHM15].

**Interview** [All03c, All03d, All04, Bou04, Bro04a, Bro03, Bro10, Can09, Coa08, DiB04, Dit03, Fel03, Fel04a, Fea04b, Gra05, Han05, Har03a, Kir04, Mau05c, Mau05d, Mau05e, McK03, McK05, NN04a, O’H05f, O’H05g, O’H06o, O’H06p, O’H06q, O’H07c, O’H06r, O’H06s, O’H06t, O’H06u, O’H06v, Pat03, Rus04, San04, Sta07j, Sta07i, Sta07k, Sta07m, Sta07l, Sta07n, Sta07o, Sta08f, Sta08h, Sta08i, Sta09b, Was03].

**Interviewer** [Mat17a].

**Intrinsics** [PSBG11]. **Introducing**

**BSP16, LSB17, Mau09]. **Intrusion**

**Gum04a, Tom05, MAC+03b].

**Intrusions** [Sta06l, Bej06]. **Invisible** [NN20b, Bor06].

**IoT** [NN17c]. **IP** [Nie03, Sta05b]. **iPod** [Ano04l]. **IPS** [Tom05].

**IPv6** [Mar05b, Sta05h, Sta06d, iiH05]. **IR**

**Rao04a]. **Irish** [Ano04k]. **Iron** [Lim15a].

**IRS** [Sta07a]. **ISBN**

**And04, Bal07a, Bal07b, Bal09, Bal03, Bel05b, Bel08, Ber09, Ber03b, Ber03c, Ber05, Bel05b, Bel08, Ber09, Ber03b, Ber03c, Ber05, Bel05b, Bel08, Ber09, Ber03b, Ber03c, Ber05,
Lack [Gil04]. Laffra [Kar05]. Lance [Sta06a]. Language [Chi18, GHM15, IdFC11, KF19, Loh10, PP04, See04].

Languages [Gil14, Mas04, Ric08,Sha09,Gro04i]. Large [Mei14c,Hel20a]. Large-scale [Hel20a].

Largest [Hen08, LWD07]. Latency [Gre10,NN08d,Bro15]. Latest [Ano03d]. Law [Ano03f,Mub18,Bor03,Fra20b]. laws [Kam11c]. layer [Gro05e]. Lazarus [NN15c].

Latest [Ano03d]. Law [Ano03f,Mub18,Bor03,Fra20b]. laws [Kam11c]. layer [Gro05e]. Lazarus [NN15c].

Leader [Mat17c]. Lean [Hor06,Mat15a,PP03b]. Learn [Mat16d,NN20d]. Learned [Tur03]. Learning [Bos05,Col19c,LS19,NNMHB16,WW19,RR18]. Leave [Ano04k]. Legacies [KF19]. Lee [Hen08]. Leffler [Rus04]. left [Wol04b]. Legacy [Ber05,Fea05]. Legal [SCQT20]. Legit [Sta06]. Legitimacy [Col19c]. Leo [O'H06t]. Less [Kam16,Ano03g]. Lesson [GWE+05,NN13a]. Lessons [NN10g,NGJ'19,RPB09,Rog05,Tur03]. Lester [Sta05k]. Let [Fra20c,NN20d,FPWM09]. Letter [NN10g].

Letters [BS04,BNB+05,CKG+04,CPG+04,CLNM03,ERF+03,EGBA03,EGK+05, Gro04m,GBG+04,GWE+05,KTS+04,MSNL04,NFG04,RW06,SM05a,SMM+04,SKC+04,Sta07p,WHT+05].

Level [Sta06c,Chi18,Sin16]. levels [Mas04]. Leveraging [GNG04]. Lhotka [Col07]. liability [Kam11c]. libraries [Mas04]. license [NN07b]. Licenses [Sta05d]. Life [Fra20d,Hel16a,Sta07a,Sta06d,Kri08,Wol04b,SKC+04]. Light [Ano04g,NN10f]. Light-speed [Ano04j]. Lighter [Ano13].

Like [Coa03c,Hel17b,LM15a,Mat18c,Sta04b,KB06b]. limiting [Vix14]. Lindsay [Bou04]. Line [Coo19]. Linear [Lim16a].

Lines [Sha03]. Lingu [WHT+05]. Linguae [KB04c]. Lining [NN18b]. LinkedIn [Ano13]. LINQ [Nau08a,Ein11]. Linux [Hid04,Jen05b,Koh06, Sch04b,Sta07v,Tho05,Dec04,EEMS03,Hal07,Kop05,Luc05,MB05,NN16d,SFW03,Sta04b,Sta05f,Sta05h,Sta06j,Sta07q,Tox07,Wol04a]. Lisp [Mar04a]. Listen [Mat17d]. Little [Bha07a]. Live [BCJ+18,Sta07p]. livelocks [NN08d]. Lives [GWE+05].

Living [Bar03]. Load [Hel19a,Lim16b]. Location [SKC+04]. Lock [Kle14]. Lock-based [Kle14]. Logging [NN06e,NN14c,Sin16]. Logic [NN14c].

Logical [BP16]. Long [Gol14,Sta07p,NN06]. longevity [Mas04].

Longhorn [KTS+04,Wol04g]. Longoria [Ekt05]. Look [CKG+04,NN08b,FH08,Fra20a,KB06d]. Looking [Sta05]. Looks [Ano03d]. loose [Sta05h]. lose [KB07g]. Losing [Sta05f].

Lost [Ras00,Sta05d]. Lot [KB08e]. LoTech [KB06b]. LOTR [Ano04]. Lou [Sta07]. loudmouth [NN07h]. Low [Bro15,Chi18,Kel20d,Var21]. low-code [Var21]. Low-Frequency [Kel20d].

Low-latency [Bro15]. Low-level [Chi18]. Lucke [Tho05]. Lunch [Mic04]. lunchbox [Ano03g]. lution [Bar06].

Mac [Sta06g]. Machine [Col19c,LS19,RR18,WW19].

Machine-learning [RR18]. Machines [PSBG11,PS09,Ras04b,Ros04,Sup04].

Macintosh [Sta05b]. Macs [Sta06b]. Madness [Bat04b,CPG+04,Sta04a]. magic [Wan04]. mail [All06].

Mainframe} [Hid04,EEMS03]. Maintain [KN13]. Maintenance [SCB09]. Major [JNSM14,Poo06]. Major-league [JNSM14]. Make [Ano35n,Coa03d,LM17g,FT07].

makes [Fra04]. Making [CF03,FT07,KN13,Mat13,Mei17,Nor09, Dia15,Kit05, WG06]. Mal [Lap05].

Malware [Cre10b,Sta07r]. Man [KTS+04,Lim15a]. Manage [DM15].

Management [BFAP16,Fra19b,GLF+15],
Gro03b, HSN13, Mat19a, NN13a, SMM+04, VBH03, JW06, Kum05, Var21. Manager [Chi14a, Mat16d]. Managerium [Lap05].
Managing [A112, Flo05, Mag19, Mat15c, Mat18a, NN20d]. Manning [Eng05, Kha05, Wol06]. Manual [Lim18b].
Manufacturing [Fra20c]. many [Fra20e].
Map [Sta04b]. Mapping [Nau08a, Sha04a]. Maps [DVR10]. Margo [Sta07o]. Maria [Hid04]. Mario [Fel03]. Mark [Bha07a].
Market [AAVV14]. Markets [Sta06f]. Markings [NN20b]. Markus [Pac06].
Marsland [McK05]. Martin [Ber03b, Ano10]. Mary [Hor03, Sin09, Sta07n].
Masses [Ano04j, Jan03, Sta05g, Cre05]. Massively [Hen04]. Master [NN19e]. Math [Mei17].
Matsudaïra [Coa13]. Matt [Lec07, Mer04, Kir04]. Matter [NN13c, NR18, SRN18].
McGraw [Gum04b, Mar05a, Sta05k, Sta07u, Sta06k].
McGraw-Hill [Gum04b, Sta05k, Sta07u].
McKennish [Gum04a]. McManis [O’H06o]. McTell [Por04b]. MDD [RW06].
Me [FPWM09, LCW18, Lov17]. Mean [NN12c, KB06b]. Meaning [Ras04a].
Means [Kam16]. measurement [NN07].
Measuring [Sta06e]. Media [Ano14c, Put08, Sta05k, Sta07u, Gar07a, Kit05, SS07].
Medical [Sta06f]. Meet [Ano04l, Kit08b].
Meetings [Lap03, SKC+04]. Means [Sta07a, Whi05]. Mehta [Nau08a]. Meijer [Coa08, Mat17c].
Melttdown [BCJ+18]. memeplex [Kru07]. Memory [CBM+08, Dre08b, GLF+15, Gra08a, Kel19, Kel20c].
Mend [Sta06c]. Meng [Bro04a]. Merge [NN09a]. Mersenne [Ano04i]. messages [MK04].
Messaging [Jan03, SM04, TB03]. Messenger [NN16b]. META [Lon15].
Metamorphosis [KM09]. Metaphors [Vid17]. Method [JSN17, JS18, NN13c].
Methods [Ber03c, Wje03]. Metrics [FK17, SNR18]. Michael [Ber05, Hin08, Por04b, Put08, Rao04b, Sta05k, Ste03, Tom05, Sta07o].
Microprocessor [DKM+12].
microprocessors [OH05k]. Microservice [ERR18]. Microservices [Kil16]. Microsoft [Par07, Ano03d, Ano04i, CGB+18, Wol03c].
Middle [Mei14a]. Middleware [Hen04, O’H07e]. Miguel [GDWC20]. Mika [Zen04]. Mike [Mor06, Sta07u, NN04a].
Mikhailovsky [Puz04]. Milk [Ano04n].
Mind [AM03, Ano04j, Heli8c, O’H06l].
Mixing [WW19]. Mobile [Mei14c, CL11, Cre11a, Cre11b, Ek05, Kit05, Mat13, Sta05a, Sta06j, Sta06e, YRZB16, Ger05, Lon04]. Mobility [TR03].
Model [BLK15, FPWM09, GDD06, LN04, Lip18, Cra20, Put07]. Model-based [BLK15]. Modeling [Mon10]. Modern [Fra18, GLF+15, Gro03b, Pet18, Pur06, Fel05a, Sha04b]. Mohay [Gum04a].
Molecular [Rao04b, SARCO3]. Molecules [Ano04i]. Moment [KB04b]. Money [Kam14a, Mei17].
MongoDB [Guo17].
Monitoring [Hof05, Pur06, Sch17a, Sta06l, Bej06]. Mood [Sta06e].
Moor [Ano03f, Bor03, Fra20b, Sta07l]. Morgan [Bel05b, Ber03c, Ber07]. Moskowitz [Koh06].
Mothra [NN05]. Move [Nor09, VCR15]. Moving [Cre10c, Cre10d, Hil08, HJ08]. Much [LV03, CSL+06, Fel05b]. Mugs [NN02a].
Multi [PP04]. Multi-Language [PP04].
Multicore [Cre05, FSSP09, Mor16].
multifactor [Jov20]. Multimedia [EK12].
Multopath [PB14]. Multiplayer [Hen04].
Multitier [SB12]. Musican [Ano04m]. Must [Wad14, NN19b]. My [Ano03f, Sta06g, Ano03g, Kri08]. MySQL [Bel05b, CPM04]. Mythos [Lip18]. MythTV [Put08, SS07]. Myware [Sta06i].

N [Ano14b]. Naivety [TF04]. Name [Hel18b, Coa04a]. Naming [NN13e]. Nan [Kau03]. Nareyek [BS04]. NAS [Llo06, Dwi06]. Native [CL11]. Natural [CG10, GHM15, Zen04]. Nature [KB09c]. NBOR [Ano04l]. Near [Ano04j, Sta05c, Wol04d]. Need [Goo07, Sta05g, PZ06]. Needle [IdFC11]. Needs [LNV14]. nerve [MAB20]. Ness [Sta05k]. Net [Sta06f, Kuz19, NN03c]. NetAccel [Col19d]. Netflix [LSB17, Liu14]. Network [Ala17, Ano04k, Vac14, BK14, Con04, Cre10c, Go04, Gum04b, Koh04, Lau04, Mar05b, NN12d, O’D09, Rix08, Sta05j, Tom05, Tom06, VCR15, Vas17, AS06b, FM05, JR05, MS03, iH05, Ste15].

Networked [Kle03]. Networking [AF12, All03b, Hin08, NN15e, HP08]. Networks [BB03, BP09, Ber09, Ekt05, PBA03, ZAB16, Cre07a, Lab08, TCR03]. Neumann [O’H06q]. Neutrality [Kuz19]. Never [Coo03a, Dur10, KB04e]. newbie [NN07c]. News [Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04k, Gro04n, Man05f, Sta04a, Sta04b, Sta05c, Sta05d, Sta05e, Sta05f, Sta05g, Sta05b, Sta05h, Sta05i, Sta06b, Sta06c, Sta07a, Sta06d, Sta06j, Sta06l, Sta06e, Sta06a, Sta06g, Sta06h, Sta06i, Sta07a, Sta07b, Sta07s]. Next [Mat18e, Sta06c, NN07e]. Nice [NN12a]. Nicholas [Rao04b]. Nielsen [Edw05].

Nightmare [WNN03]. Nine [Hi03, Mat16d]. Nineties [Sta05i]. nirvana [Nol06]. NJ [Bha07b]. No [Ano20a, Chi14b, Jen05b, Lap04b, Lim18c, Mic04, PP03a, She15, Sta05f, Sta05g, Sta06g]. Node [Ano12a, Ano13]. Node.js [Vac14, Ham14, Ano14c, Ano14a, Mei14c]. Non [NSWW15, NN20d]. Non-psychopath [NN20d]. Non-volatile [NSWW15]. Nonobvious [Lim20b]. Norbert [Pet04]. Notes [Ham14]. Nothing [KTS04, Sta04b]. Notion [SKC04]. novel [Ull03]. Novice [Bal07a, SB06]. NSA [Tox14]. null [NN15b, KB04e]. Number [GLF15]. Numbers [Lim20a, NN19f]. Nutch [CC04]. Nutshell [Ste03, BD03, SFW03, Sch04b]. NVM [BFAP16].

Oath [Lap04b]. Obama [Boe09]. Obie [Bel08]. Obje [Ano04h]. Object [Cor07, Nau08a, Rus08]. Object-Relational [Rus08]. Objects [ZM09, vD15, Llo06, Ses04, Zan04, Zan08]. Observe [NN18d]. Observer [NN17d]. Obsolescence [NN10b]. Occam [KB08c]. Ode [Car08, Ano14b, KB07d]. Off [Ano03e, Bos06]. Office [Ano04l, CLNM03]. Official [AL04, Kar05]. Offline [Kel20d]. Offload [Cur04]. Often [KB04d, NN09a]. Oh [Sta06g]. OK [BNB05]. oi [KB06b]. old [Cra20]. Oliver [Bha07a]. Olivier [Gum04a]. Omega [BGO16]. once [BLA21]. One [Bla14, Cre09b, Gor07, Kna11b, KB09a]. One-second [Kna11b]. Online [Kna11b]. Open [KBS19, KW17, Sta06j, Sw13]. only [CBM08]. Ontology [Put07, GDD06]. Open [AM03, AM04, Ber03a, CC04, CPG04, DM15, Fer03, For07, Fox08, Fra19a, Hub04, Kar03, Kna03, Kna06, Men05, NN20d, Sta06g, Wea03, Wol03a, Ano03i, Vir05, BLA21, Nau05f]. Open-Source [Wol03a, Fra19a, NN20d]. OpenGL [SM04, Wol04c]. Opening [Fra19b]. OpenOffice [CLNM03]. OpenSSL [Kna14b]. Operating [Col19e, Wol04g, Sha04b]. Operational [Lim17b]. Opinion [Sta06c, BP09, Bel07b, Coa03d].
Fre03, Lap03, LN04, Lap04b, Ras03a, Ras03b, Ras04b, Ras04a, Ras03.

Opportunities [Bor03, Opportunity [GF08]. Optical [BP09]. Optimizations [God19, Lim16a]. Option [Sta04b].

Orchestrating [Don05]. Order [Gro03a, Noy05]. O'Rebaugh [Tom05].

O'Reilly [Che03, Joy04, Mar04b, Sch04b, Sta06n, Ste03]. Oriented [Bha07a, Las06, MSJ06, WQ05]. ORM [K08, Ric08]. Osborne [Sta05k, Sta07u]. OSGi [Kri08]. OSx86 [Sta05g].

Other [Coa04a, Goo07, Hel18b, Kro17, Pet09, Lap04a, PZ06]. Our [RC04, Sta05f].

Out-of-this-World [Fra20e]. outages [Lim20c]. Outfoxing [Ano03g]. Outsourcing [Kol04, NN14b, RW06, An03g, Pat05].

Overload [EGK+05]. Overly [Mat19c]. Overrun [Bat04b, CPG+04]. Overruns [CKG+04]. overstrike [Gro04e]. Overview [Cre09a, Cre10d, Cre10f, Cre11b]. Own [Pat04]. Owns [EMC19]. Ozzie [O'H05g].

P [Men05]. P2P [NN07a, Sta07s]. Page [vD15]. Pain [Ein11, Gus05]. Paradox [Mat15b, Sta06b]. Parallel [Dre08b, Rat15, RB14, Boy08, NBGS08].
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**Week** [Mat17e].

**Wellings** [Wol08].

**Wells** [Par06, Kir04].
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**Werner** [Kil20, O’H06v].

**Wesley** [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Llo06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06l, Sta06k, Tom06].

**Westgate** [Lec07].

**Wheel** [Kam13a].

**Where** [Ano04i, Ano20a, BLK15, Dec04, NN08b, Fra20c].

**which** [For07].

**While** [NH20, RCF+21].

**whining** [Pat05].

**White** [Ram08].

**Whither** [NN09e].

**Whitney** [Can09].

**whiz** [Bel06].

**Who** [EMC19, Wad14, NN16a].

**Wi** [Puz04, VGM04, Ano03f, Ano04i].

**WI-FI** [Ano03f, Ano04i].

**Wi-Foo** [Puz04, VGM04].

**Widgets** [Sta05b].

**Wieringa** [Ber03c].

**Wiki** [Paq06, Ebe05].

**Wikibooks** [Sta05c].

**Wiley** [And04, Bel05b, Ber09, Las06].

**Wiley-Interscience** [Las06].

**Will** [BG11, Dur10, Hum17, Kamm11b, Kro17, DiB04, KB07a].

**William** [Par07].

**wind** [Cra20].

**Windows** [Koh06, Nau08b, Par07, Tom06, JR05, Mac08, MB05, Sta05d, Sta07q, Wol04a].

**Windows-to-Linux** [Wol04a].

**WinFS** [KTS+04].

**Wire** [Sta07p].

**wired** [Cre07a].

**Wireless** [All03b, Ber09, Cha05b, Kuc06, Lab08, Puz04, Sta07a, Vir05, VGM04, Zen05, Zhu04].

**Without** [Chr09, KB04e, NN03c, Gus05].

**WLAN** [Rit03].

**Woes** [Ras03c].

**Wolfe** [SMM+04].

**Won’t** [Ano12b, Hal05].

**Woodstock** [Wol03a].

**Words** [SM05a].

**Work** [Gra19, Hum17, Lim18b, Lim20b].

**Workers** [Ano03d].

**Workflow** [De06].

**Working** [Ber05, Fea05].

**Workload** [Mub18].

**Works** [McM15].

**World** [Ano04h, BCJ+18, Don03, Fra20e, Gro03a, GBG+04, Leh03, Sch17a, Sit18, Sta05g, Ki04, CB08, Ha07, Har05a, Jen02, Sta07v].

**Worlds** [Wol08].

**Worm** [Blu14].

**Worst** [NN19d].

**Would** [Coa03c, KB04e, Mat16d].

**WPF** [Nau08b, Mac08].

**Write** [Hel19c, See04].

**Writing** [HOSC16, NN18f, Pat04, Spi03].

**Wrong** [CJW11, Kam10, Lim16b].

**X** [Bha07a, Fox08, Jaf06, Ki04, Sta05j, Sta06m, Tom05].

**Xen** [Fox08, Chi08].

**XML** [Cha05b, KB07b, SM05b, TR03, WG08, Zhu04].

**XP** [Mer04, SR03].

**XSS** [NN05i].

**Y2K** [Sta07q].

**Year** [Sta07q, Cra20].

**Years** [Gra08a, Yoo04].

**York** [Bha07b, Hen08, Wh08].

**Yoshiteru** [Gro04p].

**Yourdan** [Wie03].

**You’re** [Ano04l, Kam10].

**Yours** [Gro04l].

**zealotry** [NN12d].

**Zealots** [ERF+03].

**Zeldman** [Wal07].

**Zeller** [Ber07].

**Zetlin** [Goo07].

**Zhuk** [Cha05b].

**Zones** [SMM+04].

**Zoo** [HBO10a, HBO10b].
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